
 

 

 
 
 

Hastings Sierra Leone Friendship Link (Registered Charity nº 1127137) 
Puzzle Competition – Autumn/Winter 2018 

 

This is our 11th ‘orange’ quiz - just the thing for some family fun as the nights draw in! This year’s theme is: Travel & Transport. The clues, 
set by Glaucus, are grouped helpfully into sections (so definitions are not usually given) and involve typical cryptic crossword wordplay. 
Punctuation is deliberately misleading. The numbers in brackets indicate how many letters you’re looking for. Clues with an asterisk are 
proper names, like Flying Scotsman or R101. Answer as many clues as you can and e-mail your entry by Saturday 12th January 2019 to 
secretary.hslfl@gmail.com. THANKS FOR YOUR SUPPORT! 
  

The three entries with the highest number of correct answers will win the prizes of £20, £15 and £10. Once again, there’s a tie-breaker: you’re 
asked to suggest another, original clue on the same theme. (Glaucus will give an extra prize for the one that most tickles his fancy.) The 
Quizmaster’s decision is final. We’re 100% voluntary, so all the money raised will go towards our latest project in Hastings Village: providing 
water and toilets for our partner schools. On January 13th you’ll find the answers on our website: www.hastingshastings.org.uk  

Transport by road or rail  

 Clue Answer 

1. Cowboys bar love in the hairdresser’s (6)  

2. Home to the toff or the council tenant (6)  

3. Have you seen a clip of Olly and Stan demonstrating this? (6)  

4. Fancy travelling in a crashed (sic) mode of transport (5,5)  

5. Often follows the bride (5)   

6. Crazy reason for having a tender behind (10)  

7. You’d be crazy if you were ever off yours! (7)  

8. Wise old bird flies into the Spanish road crash – this may be needed (3,6)  

9. Who had strange mode of transport? Maharajahs, of course! (6)  

10. Like a former journalist on China Today? (6,7*)  

11. Light four-wheeler confined to one path, twisting and turning (7)  

12. Well-spoken parrot, we hear, may easily go round the bend (11,5)  

13. Did Mohamed Salah have a coach among his rich Arab ancestors? (9)  

14. Ron’s scrambled to leave his RAF unit on such a bike (4)  

15. The need for it may lie in the arsenic administered (6)  

16. Expression of pain aboard uncovered, light carriage for four (8)  

17. What a carry-on! – Don’t drop it! (6)  

18. Where students say they go-go round (8)  

19. This wasn’t half a tuppeny-ha’penny conveyance, or was it? (5-8)  

20. The obsession of those who liked to keep their feet on the ground (5-5)   

21. A desirable vehicle for the young Marlon Brando’s talents (9)  

22. Innocent chap involved in many a moving experience (12)  

Makes and/or models of cars 

23. What learners hope to do: – – first go (6*)  

24. May be spotted in mirror Simon broke (6,5*)    

25. Bring dog ashore in this (4,5*)   

26. Crazy tech lover just adores this make of car (9*)  

27. East Germans once indulged in a little extra banter (7*)  

28. Surely no dealer re-ordered this futuristic sports car? (8*)  

29. Expensive American car? A dollar should cover one (5*)  

30. What you need if you’re applying for a couple of jobs (3*)   

31. Mormon students pay to keep a car in Oxford. Must Anglicans, too? (4,7*)  

32. The sort of nippy family car a snail spurns, foolishly (6, 6*)  

33. The garage might suggest organising October relining for its brakes (7,8*)  

34. Problem with neutral? Towing may be the answer (7,6*)  

35. Disorderly file may now emerge from this classic troop carrier (6,5*)  
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Vehicles (etc) that fly

36. There was a strange stink up high, thanks to this (7*) 

37. Another high flyer with a nasty case of neural mould (5,6) 

38. You might cheer pilot emerging from this (10) 

39. Buzz led heavenly Greek team (6,2*) 

40. Iconic plane has rope through nose (8*) 

41. Talkative crooner has recurring bouts of vowel disorder (6,6,4,4*) 

42. So, obviously, you underestimated Zidane’s headers! (5*) 

Vessels that travel on water

43. Navy may pit roving defender…. (11) 

44. …against Imperial College right-winger Hamish, oddly enough, playing up front (3,7*) 

45. Cook stirred mash without a great deal of exertion (3,9*) 

46. What transported the French oceanographer – the Banana Boat Song? (7*) 

47. Crash truck, stay in Greenwich (5,4*) 

48. Virgin got up from bed again in 1982 (4,4*) 

49. Catholic divine pronouncement – in Welsh? (7) 

50. Upset (if able to) this self-righting craft (8) 

51. Even chimps appeared before British bird, according to one passenger (3,6*) 

52. Put Ecclestone’s daughter in gaol! (9) 

53. Hospital with shabby and dirty surroundings (6) 

54. This boat is rubbish! (4) 

55. It’s a wonder Nanook of the North knew if he was coming or going in this (5) 

56. Saintly sinner? Cut it out! (7) 

57. Thor constructed this using an ikon kit – and balsa wood (3,4*) 

58. In one sense, this goes under the drink, not on it (7) 

59. Starting having major surgery? - Make short call, quick! (3,7*) 

Famous travellers

60. Hove skater tumbled, but she was first up, though… (10*) 

61. …arguing airy nonsense meant this chap was the very first (4,7*) 

62. Travel diarist: see “A Cool Romp” in translation (5,4*) 

63. Pope accompanies Frasier’s smartly-dressed mother around the globe (7,10*) 

Aids to transport and navigation

64. Just write letters in support of drinkers and drivers (2*) 

65. Rival spotted in car? – Quite the reverse! (3*) 

66. Female version of Scouting for Boys? (9) 

67. Does it entitle you to the freedom of the golf course? (7,7) 

68. Exam success for pupils living in (8,4) 

69. Guiding voice – perhaps of conscience v. Satan - troubled (3-3) 

70. Smelly milk product said to be a challenge for Bletchley (7,4*) 

Now for your tie-breaker: choose another transport-related word or name and write a cryptic clue: 

Clue Answer 

71. 

Your name: 

Your email address: 

Your postal address: 

This is just to let you know if you’ve won and to give notice of next year’s quiz – we won’t use your details for any other purpose. 
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